STRENGTHS

Event development & retention
Location- luxury of being spread out from a major
city
On I-40- convenient. – Drives awareness
Unique cultural offering – New Mexico, especially
Gallup, doesn’t exhibit cultural “sameness”
Variety of natural beauty -desert, red rocks, Zuni
Mtns, hunting, some fishing, and diverse
opportunities for outdoor recreation- immersion
helps
Known for our arts- Native American so unique
Relationships: Non-profits through mission work
and contracts- SWIF; Hotels; Restaurants;
Creating a positive experience- try to support unique
events- dances, rodeo, biking, ceremonial
Collaboration community wide- “in it together”
supporting each other
Physical assets: Red Rock Park, Route 66, Weather,
Murals, Train Station/Cultural Center, historic
downtown buildings, uniqueness of community,
support of veterans/military history of service,
courthouse square, trails, surrounding Native
Cultures & People
Hope
Any place that has a solid tourism foundation comes
from people who are doing things that are
interesting to them. Begins as a quality-of-life thing.
You go somewhere where they do what you like
doing.

OPPORTUNITIES

WEAKNESSES
Economy in general- lack of housing, lack of jobsespecially higher paid professional positions
(medical!), aging businesses- concerns for retention
& succession, lack of people coming to take over &
grow the businesses within our community, lack of
consistency in staff at the hospitals. The younger
people who are professionals that are here are
coming and going. A lot of the people who are trying
to get involved aren’t from here originally and get
worn down. Retaining people in the community for
buy-in.
Attitude toward people who aren’t from Gallup. Us
versus them.
Change versus different interests- misunderstandings
Behind the times- digital versus newspaper as an
example. Finding things is different.
Lack of resources that other destinations have
Impression of the community- shuttered businesses,
road construction, dilapidated structures (particularly
around Exit 22), the amount of dirt, seems dingy &
run down. Approaches in parking lots
Deferred maintenance & modern management of
existing infrastructure. We have it, but haven’t kept
up with it. Water lines, facilities, etc. We just don’t
do it and it needs to change.
Long term plans for sustainability
$$$
We don’t think about going big. We’re stuck in the
pattern of doing what we can for now and that would
be good enough. Example is having a tourism
professional/department.
Focus

Mindfulness about the impression of our
community
Continued clean & beautiful initiatives
Improving the entrances to Gallup off I-40
Museums- old west, fort wingate, Code Talkers,
Native Cultures- there is so much interest in the
things about this area. Education about our area,
what makes the reservation lands special and
how they are different- celebrating differences
& traditions
Trails
Airport updates & passenger service
Infrastructure improvements- facilities, Route
66, closed hotels redevelopment into something

THREATS
Downtown lack of businesses- we need to figure
out a way as a community to put businesses and
keep them open
Trend: everyone is on the outdoor recreation,
sport tourism homogenized
Alcoholism & public intoxication- has held us
back for decades “why would you want to spend
time in a community that seems like it doesn’t
care about its people.”
Health of relationship with neighboring areas- we
need to work on it together but we seem silo-ed
and give the impression that we’re pointing
fingers. The leadership needs to figure out how to
work together.

